Trinity College draws students from all around the globe. At present there are many from continental America, the Philippines, Canada, and Germany. Germany under the present regime of Hitler has many in her penal camps and in the slave farms of Manchuria and China, and has lived for many years in Honololu where his father is Episcopal Bishop.

Joe attended St. Andrew's School and in 1939 went as an exchange student to England. It was one of the Nationalistic Eishuiwankso Association which is comprised of twenty schools all over Germany. When questioned, he was terrified because at the stamia of the young men of every country. They have been conditioned to stay in the camps probably the world's toughest fighters. We are up against men that are perfectly trained in any world.

He cited examples of many of the cases of American students who had been forced to undergo. Every morning before breakfast, every student was compelled to run four miles. For three weeks, a group of students in rotation were assigned to stall duty. Daily the students gathered on the main campus, outside the stalls of the börhonic. Muscles worked, stomachs churned for food, the whole body pleased for a rest, but the German discipline demanded constant.

Occasionally a boisterous would ring 3 o'clock in the morning. It was the signal for all students to start any work for the day. Each student had three minutes to prepare for the trip. At 7 a.m. the students would march with only three half-hour rests. At 11 a.m. they would ensure "usually in a mosquito infested area specifically (Continued on page 4.)

Trinity College Students to Learn of College Activities Through New Tripod Series

The Tripod begins a series of articles designed to enlighten the student body on the composition and functions of various organizations on campus. It will take up the more prominent college groups in an effort to further the increased interest in undergraduate affairs which seems to have arisen recently.

The Senate is the governing body of undergraduate affairs. It is composed of student representatives from all of its activities. It is given control over every organization except for the Phi Delta Theta fraternity and the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity. The Senate writer takes a supreme appreciation by the college consisting of a certain percentage of each group's fall tuition. From this sum it is appropriate money to several extra-curricular societies, varying the amount according to the yearly need. The appropriations for the last two years are as follows:

Senior Class, 1933--4, $300 1932--1, $300
Junior Class, 1933--4, $200 1932--1, $200
Freshman Class, 1933--4, $250 1932--1, $250
The Ivy, 1933--4, $150 1932--1, $150
The Political Science Club, 1933--4, $100
The Neutral Organization, 1932--1, $50

The money granted to each class is placed in the class treasury; the class committee must be violation of regulations in any class treasury. After a few months of additional training they are ready for front line duty.

Trials Held Nov. 23d For Public Speaking

Four Prizes Offered To Those Planning to Graduate at December Commencement

Trials for the Public Speaking Contest will be held on Monday evening, December 1st, in Southbury. President Ogilvy announced yesterday.

Candidates for the prizes are to prepare original addresses not exceeding ten minutes in length on a subject of the candidate's own choice. Those wishing to compete for the prizes must give their names and the subject to the president's secretary before noon on November 25th.

Four prizes for public speaking are offered: the first and second Wholifke Prizes of $50 and $30, respectively, and the first and second Brown Prizes of $100 and $25. The Wholifke Prizes are open to all students in Trinity College and the Brown Prizes are limited to members of the Senior Class. Any student who expects to graduate in December 1942 or in May 1943 will be considered a Senior in this contest.

At the trials on November 25 approximately six students will be selected to compete in the final competition to be held the following Monday, November 30th. Both trials and final winners will be judged partly upon the material used and partly upon the presentation of the speaking. Misper combination of notes is permitted at the trials, but in the final competition all notes of that sort are not.

By James Biggstaff

Still looking for the silver lining in the clouds of a dismal season, Trinity's injury-ridden football team journeyed to Southington Saturday to tackle the Cardinals of Wesleyan. A win over the Red and Black would bring some measure of success to a disastrous season.

The Women, coached by Wes Fee­ ter, have had nothing to cheer about this year, either. Their record so far shows 2-3-3, and in the last two weeks they have lost twice more, this time to the Little Three rivals.

Against the sons of Eph last Satur­ day they put up a good fight, but with three half-hour rests and an hour and a half to go, Schmidt, and lost 31-6. A victory Saturday would provide a soothing balm for the humiliation of finishing in the "Little Three" cellar.

A pre-game ceremony to honor Joe Foster, speedy climax runner, whose flying feetreed off many a tackle and in two years of play received a leg injury before the Bates (Continued on page 5.)

Trinity Key Pitch For Final Contest Of Season with Wesleyan Cardinals

Blackout Notice

Any student leaving the lights is his own responsibility. Four prizes will be offered after the recent blackout when lights were left burning after the signal had been sent. Dormitory residents should extinguish all lights when living in the dormitory.

Judge Buffettington is the senior and the one hundred odd guests that attended, stomachs clamored for food, and the stalls of the horses. Muscles worked, stomachs churned for food, the whole body pleased for a rest, but the German discipline demanded constant.

Occasionally a boisterous would ring 3 o'clock in the morning. It was the signal for all students to start any work for the day. Each student had three minutes to prepare for the trip. At 7 a.m. the students would march with only three half-hour rests. At 11 a.m. they would ensure "usually in a mosquito infested area specifically (Continued on page 2.)

Joseph Buffettington, Grenville Kane Now Oldest Graduates

BROWN RAILROAD MAN

Buffington, Phi Beta Kappa Has Longest Tenure On Any Federal Court

With the death of William Hur­ bard in Pasadona last summer, two more names were added to the list of the nation's oldest living graduates. Buffettington and Mr. Grenville Kane.

Judge Buffettington is the senior and the one hundred odd guests that attended, stomachs clamored for food, and the stalls of the horses. Muscles worked, stomachs churned for food, the whole body pleased for a rest, but the German discipline demanded constant.

Occasionally a boisterous would ring 3 o'clock in the morning. It was the signal for all students to start any work for the day. Each student had three minutes to prepare for the trip. At 7 a.m. the students would march with only three half-hour rests. At 11 a.m. they would ensure "usually in a mosquito infested area specifically (Continued on page 2.)
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**Communications**

An attitude yet prevails at Trinity College that the undergraduates are incapable of free and inspired expression about their extracurricular interests.

Dr. Reilly, the rector of the Susquehanna and Western Railroad, was a director of a company that built the main line from Reading to Pittsburgh. On the other hand, Dr. Reilly, the rector of the Susquehanna and Western Railroad, was a director of a company that built the main line from Reading to Pittsburgh.

**Monday Appointments Given for Student Enlightenment**

**Sunday Meetings Govern Round Of Student Activities; Body Represents Undergraduates**

(Continued from page 1.)

The Trinity Assembly Room, on the campus, is a body of ten men. Two of which are chosen by the student council, and the remaining eight are elected by the students of the college.

The current state of the college is one of restlessness, but the college authorities are confident that the students will soon return to their regular activities.

The Trinity Assembly Room is one of the most important bodies in the college, and its members are responsible for the general welfare of the students.
Trinity Set for Final Clash Tomorrow

Dubovick Expected to be Spearhead of Jessemen Attack; John Dolan and Arthur Heubner Mainstays of Defense

VANDER CLUTE IN ARMY

Hopes of Blue and Gold May be Strengthened by Return of Fink; Revenge Sought

(Continued from page 2)

Out for three weeks, he returned to action against Coast Guard and was shelved permanently with a broken collar bone and shoulder injury.

Bill Black has been hurt in over one-third of the games, but doggedly refused to take a rest. Manley has been hurt in over one-third of the games, but his linemen have been sidelined since the Vermont sharp with a bad leg. Last week Johnny Fink, star end and pass receiver, sustained a knee injury in practice, which may keep him out of the lineup for at least two weeks.

Stan Klawin, Bill Starkey, and Red Kickshaw have seen men at intermediate end areas because of aches and sprains.

Considering the handicaps under which the Blue team has played, the boys haven’t done badly. They tied an undetermined eleven, lost five games, and have been beaten by over Worcester Poly Tech must not be regarded too highly, and look forward to an important game this year.

But no team will need to be ashamed of losing to most Blue outfit’s powerful enemy, to the Vermont team which upset Norwich last Saturday, to unbeaten and unbeat- en Trinity.

Trin has a number of scores to settle with the men of Fink, the Midtown crew has won for three straight years, and now, with the chance they spilled a freeway game in ’40 and ruined an undefeated season last year. In addition, last Saturday, big sophomore number two, the team slid out a 2-1 win over Trinity’s previously unbeaten bookstore, and festered a suspicion that Jarvis Brown and his men would like to see that averaged.

The hopes of the Blue and Gold will be bolstered by the knowledge that that tomorrow’s game will be the time to face the passing and running of big Jim Carrier this time.

Dubovick is due. The trouble if he can’t get his own five to the 45. Then a forward march climaxed by Agnew running over from the three, and Dubovick’s touchdown.

Kosel converted. The second score of the period, however, was Dubovick’s.

Kosel converted. The second score of the period was Dubovick’s.

Dolan followed or Willie Turner, the event that Fink and ends, Benson and Allison at tackles, therefore, like to re-emphasize our son, E. J. Anderson, Kellin, Donohue, Ironman John Dolan.

Sadowski, a three-season thorn in the varsity members of Trinity’s
tied set and a long pass from F. Carey to Kosel from Amherst’s own 35. An early scoring threat by Trinity ended when F. Carey interrupted Kosel’s pass behind the goal line. Alex Dubovick’s terrific line plunged and runs and net set.

Third Quarter

Flashing a strict ground attack, the Lord Jeffs scored early in the third quarter when F. Carey went over the goal line from the 20. M. then cut out and did his specialty by nearly boating his way through the uprights for the extra point. Kelly took the kickoff and ran it beautifully from his own five to the 45. Then a legally good pass from Dubovick to Firem, who received it with the ball at the two-yard line and Dubovick piled it on for the score. Kelly’s touchdown.

Dubovick missed the attempt for extra point. Trinity gained the upper hand over their opponents in the matter of first downs, yards gained by running, and further passed officials, but lost two touchdowns to open field goals and a field goal on the 15-yard line.

Dobovick Expected to be Spearhead of Jessemen Attack; John Dolan and Arthur Heubner Mainstays of Defense

Meyer Tally in Third Period; But Scores by Dimes and Lo Win for Cards

The undefeated Trinity soccer team was finally subdued in the last quarter of a close game by a hard-fighting Wesleyan combination. The game was tight all the way and it was not until the third quarter that the Blue and Gold scored.

The first half found Trinity’s forward wall continually knocking at the Richards’ goal, but they couldn’t manage to slip one by Ziegler, the Wes goalie. Only in the third quarter, John Meyer booted a beauty into the net and Trinity went ahead 1-0. Later that period Lou served for Wesleyan on a penalty shot called on Grimes for blocking. The last quarter began and the Cardinals came up continually threatening our goal until Dimes finally pushed through a second score for Wesleyan.

Captain Brown placed his final game for Trinity, stood on both the offensives and defenses even though playing both ends. Dimes, Lou, J. Carey, and capped it off with a pass over the Wesleyan guard.

Dubovick. H. A. Richardson, J. G. Richard - out and did his specialty by neatly looking over the first string wall of theCardinals.

POUNTS, HOOPS AND PASSES

By Elliott Stein

Nothing yet has been done concerning the award of major letters to varsity members of Trinity’s most successful sports. Though the choice of sport which may be dropped for the new season are still in the hands of the athletic council, therefore, like to re-emphasize our

Let’s hope that our athletic friends will do their best for their teams this year, and that Trinity will be represented by a worthy team in every sport.

Dubovick, the one consistently outstanding offensive halfback, Bob Wood, Art Jarv, and E. J. Anderson, are solid and sure in the backfield. Bill Black has been hurt in every game this season last year. Report of the Reverend Paul Hinson who will be open every afternoon, will be a Special Vespers Service. Kingswood students are invited to bring their friends.
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Undergraduate Must Not Marry
Must Be Citizen Between 18 and 28, Engineer

College graduates who have not been able to meet the rigid physical qualifications of the V-7 program may now be accepted in a V-7 Special Service classification and win their commissions as ensigns in the United States Naval Reserve, it was announced.

There has been no relaxation of the physical standards for the General Service classification of V-7, Lieutenant Commander W. Pratt Thomas, U. S. N. R., senior member of the V-7 Selection Board, Third Naval District, pointed out. The Navy needs men in this group as well, but in order to secure the services of men with unusual capabilities who do not quite come up to the General Service requirements, the new Special Service classification has been instituted.

Electricians Needed
Both of the V-7 classes are open to college juniors and seniors as well as to college graduates, but the Navy has urgent need for men who have college work in aeronautics, engineering, mechanical and electrical engineering, physics and mathematics, and aeronautics, to fill positions in the Navy.

Aiding these men will go into combat duty immediately upon graduation, they will assume tremendous responsibilities. Therefore, only those applicants possessing the physical qualifications will be accepted.

Applications for enlistment in either of the V-7 classifications must be made by the citizens of the United States, must be not less than 18 years of age and must not exceed 28 years of age.

College undergraduates must be un-married and must have completed at least a year prior to completion of midshipman training. College graduates who are married and who meet all educational qualifications will be accepted.

For Class V-7, General Service, applicants must be not less than five feet, five and one-half inches and not more than five feet, seven inches in height. Vision must be 20/20 correctable in both eyes and must have general good health. Weight must be in proportion to height, not less than 120 pounds. The applicant must have 20 serviceable permanent teeth, including four permanent molars, two of which must be not opposed on each side of the dental arches and four directly opposed incisors.

Physically Lowered
For Class V-7, Special Service, applicants must not be less than five feet, five and one-half inches and not more than five feet, eight inches in height. Vision must be 20/20 correctable to 20/20 in both eyes and must have good health. Weight must be in proportion to height but not less than 120 pounds. The applicant must have 20 serviceable permanent teeth, including four permanent molars, two of which must be not opposed on each side of the dental arches and four directly opposed incisors.

Physical Lowered
For Class V-7, General Service, applicants must not be less than five feet, five and one-half inches and not more than five feet, seven inches in height. Vision must be 20/20 correctable to 20/20 and is permitted and a minimum weight of 150 pounds and six feet in height, is allowed. Deficiency in color perception is allowed.

Student Life Disturbed by
Constant Trips, Athletics

German Students Endure Trials
To Prepare for All-Out War
On France, England, U. S.

(Continued from page 1)

picked for the purposes," sleep for five days, and repeat the performance the next day returning to school.

"The most interesting aspect of the exhausting exercise was the three-day maneuvers we had with the other nineteen schools in the association," he said. "After one of our forced marches, we found ourselves on a plain in Austria. Recrossed the alps around us were boys from the other schools. For three days we did nothing but engage in one big free-for-all. There were several broken bones, a great number of skin abrasions, and many severe gashes. The weather was won by the side that killed the greatest number of the enemy. A man was killed by having his arm broken by him. The maneuvers lasted for those days and during this time we had no sleep."

Penal trips included a ski excursion to Czechoslovakia. "This was perhaps the most interesting trip of all," he said. "We returned to a large troop concentration moving toward Czechoslovakia. There were motor transport, motorcycles, and multitudes of infantrymen."

"The next day we were full of the mistrustment of Germans in Prague and the renunciation that the German Army was working on the recalcitrant Czechs."

Joe enjoyed his study in Germany, and it taught him the caliber of the men that the allies are fighting. "It was an advantage to learn just how the German army was officers and I was quite pleased with him. He lost all his clothing and with it a truck full of souvenirs."

Print & Bookbinding
The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co.
83 Trumbull Street, Hartford

SLOSSBERG'S INC.
CAMPUS SHOP
1317 Broad Street, Cor. Vernon

Clothing, Tailors, Haberdashers, Importers
See our Agent on the Campus:
J. C. CUPP JR.

For Your Translations--
WITKOWER'S
BOOKSELLERS SINCE 1835
77-79 Asylum Street

V-7 Opens New Branch for Technicians
Not Physically Able to Meet Navy Tests

Reserve Groups
(Continued from page 1)

van, R. E. Richardson, Root, Rucci,
Burt, Sessa, Stens, Stevenson, Trush,
Voorl, and E. Williams; Class of '43,
Bailey, Blanchfield, Daly, Dowd, Ellis,
A. E. Fy, Gifford, Huf, Rocks, Luce,
Levitt, Levitt, Mann, Molinari,
Moyer, Nasuta, C. K., Page, Peter-
son, Finsky, Prusegger, Randell,
Rheingburger, S. A. Richardson, C. S.
Roberts, Retano, Saunders, Schoed-
er, G. L. Smith, C. M. Stack, Stack,
Taber, Winiwiser, and M. T. Wood.
Class of '46, Adams, Anti, Bassett,
Boson, Burba, Consol, Cook, Cos-
graves, Edolli, Finigan, Grenier,
Grebe, Hicke, Hie, Howell, Hu-
20-20. The applicant must have 18 sound vital teeth with at least two molars in functional occlusion, must possess not fewer than four premolars missing which have been satis-

Friday, November 13, 1942
THE TRINITY TRIPOD

"Hi, Recognize me? I'm one of your crowd. You see, I speak for Coca-Cola, known, too, as Coke. I speak for both. They mean the same thing. The gang say I look just like Coke tastes. And you can't get that delicious and refreshing taste this side of Coca-Cola. Nobody else can duplicate it."

SPEAR & McManUS
FLORISTS
Joseph McManus, Jr., and
Lousie McManus Ottenberg, Managers
Established 1869
231 Asylum Street; Phone 2-1591

Sylvester's Texaco Service
Broad and Vernon Streets
CALL 5-9478

Washington and Lincoln Streets
CALL 5-9237

PRODUCT and ACCOMMODATIONS
SECOND TO NONE

STERLING PRESS
284 Asylum Street
DISTINGUISHED PRINTING
College Work a Specialty

COMPLETE
SOCIAL
and
COMMERCIAL
PRINTING SERVICE
HUNTER PRESS
Phone 2-7016
81-83 Laurel Street, Hartford

"It's right on the beam!"

LAUNDRY—YES!
But Laundry Problems? NO!

From a Freeman soon learns how to handle Laundry Problems—just send your laundry home by RAILWAY EXPRESS—and have it returned to you the same way. You'll find it's really no problem at all.

Low costs include pick-up and delivery at no extra charge, with special regular vehicle runs to and from the home towns. Your laundry can be sent prepaid or collect, as you choose. Post! Send and receive baggage, gits, etc. the same convenient way.

RAILWAY EXPRESS
AGENCY INC.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

BOTTLE COMPANY OF CONNECTICUT
East Hartford

GOT IT?
BEATING AT THE DOOR
"Wanted: Someone who knows how to make better use of his time, is able to conserve wealth and health, is willing to learn new things, able to do a job better and more efficiently."

Coca-ColaGirls Gibson Girls
Florists, Carpenters, Mechanics, etc.
Are you in the class of "One Who Has Made Up His Mind to Begin?"

"Hello! Recognize me? I'm one of your crowd. You see, I speak for Coca-Cola, known, too, as Coke. I speak for both. They mean the same thing. The gang say I look just like Coke tastes. And you can't get that delicious and refreshing taste this side of Coca-Cola. Nobody else can duplicate it."

"It's right on the beam!"